FLASH FLOODS are common in this area. In case of heavy rain, move to higher ground and DO NOT cross swollen streams.

KEEP IT SAFE. Portions of hiking trails are steep and rugged. Take plenty of water and please consider your physical ability, trail and weather conditions before hiking. CONSULT PARK PERSONNEL FOR ADVICE ON TRAIL USE.

PLEASE NOTE
KEEP IT SAFE. Portions of hiking trails are steep and rugged. Take plenty of water and please consider your physical ability, trail and weather conditions before hiking. CONSULT PARK PERSONNEL FOR ADVICE ON TRAIL USE.

TRAIL & PRIMITIVE CAMP USE
• WALK ON DESIGNATED TRAILS ONLY. Do not climb on cliffs or hillsides.
• Camp in designated areas only — A through H.
• FIRES PROHIBITED IN THE BACK COUNTRY. Cook only with contained fuel stoves.
• Pack out what you pack in.
• Keep noise to a minimum. Park quiet hours are 10 p.m. to 6 a.m.
• Pets allowed on leash only.

PARK RESERVATIONS
TexasStateParks.org ParquesDeTexas.org
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